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ABSTRACT
With the growing demand of Object Oriented paradigm in the
development of large scale information system, a “good”
requirements engineering framework has become essential for
analysis of requirements and related models for such system.
Though various proposals of requirements engineering
frameworks are exist in the literatures but they are varied in
the specification mechanism of the requirements and the
exploration of object oriented paradigm in the process. This
paper has summarized the available object oriented
requirements engineering frameworks with their relative
advantages and disadvantages. On next, several features have
been proposed and described which are essential to
characterize the quality and usability of such frameworks.
Based on those features a detailed comparative study also has
been performed for the available frameworks. Finally, several
potential issues have been described as future research
directions for object oriented requirements engineering
frameworks.
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Object Oriented Requirement Engineering, Requirement
Engineering Framework, Framework Level Features, Quality
Evaluation Level Features.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The growing popularity of Object Oriented paradigm in the
development of complex and large scale information system
has led the influence of Object Oriented Requirements
Engineering towards elicits and analyzes the requirements of
such system. In general, Requirements Engineering is a
structured process of eliciting, defining, negotiating,
prioritizing and validating requirements of a system. Whereas,
object oriented requirements engineering is an approach to
encapsulating information about the process and product, as
well as functionality into a requirements object [4]. In object
oriented paradigm requirements are directly represented as
first-class objects and the notation of a “requirements object”
is used to represent the problem domain object [7]. A firstclass object has the supports of all the features of object
oriented paradigm and does not exhibit any difference
between objects in the domain model and requirements
objects in general. Requirements objects can be organized in
generalization hierarchies that reflect different kinds of
requirements [19]. They can be associated both with other
requirements objects and domain objects, and they can have
attributes. In any case, the requirements engineering process
starts from requirements elicitation and where client or
stakeholders of the system plays a key role. But it is

challenging for the stakeholders of the information system to
produce the absolute, well-defined and comprehensive set of
requirements when the process of requirements elicitation
commence. That directly affects the analysis, design and other
later stages of the information system development. For
complex and large scale information system development
process, the stakeholder’s requirements are often changed.
Moreover, business processes of large system are dynamic in
nature. Thus it is very difficult to anticipate any future
requirements for such system in the scenario of evolving
business processes over time. Further, requirements for
complex and large systems are difficult to specify at the early
stage because business processes are now days flexibly
structured and shared across the different sectors of the large
organization. In this scenario, Process Driven Requirements
Engineering is proven to be more suitable for complex and
large information system. It must also have support for reuse
of domain level abstractions and step wise refinement
mechanisms strictly for mapping the requirements in high
level design. The use of object oriented paradigm to define
and analyze the requirements is added advantageous in such
cases. Further, for successful completion of complex and large
scale information system development, a semantic
representation of software requirements is required to remove
the communication gaps exist between stakeholders, software
engineers and project managers [20]. These raise the demand
of user centric or demand driven requirements engineering
methodology where the requirements objects can be specified
and represented semantically. Moreover, the requirements
objects can be represented using a common set of semantic
notations which are understandable both to the stakeholders
and domain engineers. At the same time, to accommodate the
requirements changes, the representation of the requirements
objects must be reusable. Thus, requirement engineering must
start focusing with early requirements analysis and further it
should move on detailed requirements analysis. Analyzing
early requirements will significantly decrease the possibility
of misunderstanding the stakeholder’s requests and
consequently reduce the risk of failure for development of
large scale information system.
Several research proposals of requirements engineering
frameworks are exist in the literatures to analyze the object
oriented system. Among them Use-Case modeling of UML
are most popular and plays a central task towards the
requirements analysis of object oriented software, though
having several disadvantages compare to other approaches.
This paper proposed and describe a set of features those are
important for a “good” requirements engineering framework.
Moreover, based on those features, a detailed comparative
study of all existing object oriented requirements engineering
frameworks also has been included in the paper. Besides this,
broad areas of future research directions also have been
described for requirements engineering domain.
With the aforementioned objectives, the paper has been
organized in six sections. In section 2 previous researches
related to the object oriented requirements engineering
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frameworks have been summarized. In section 3, a set of
general features has been described for a “good” requirements
engineering framework for such system. The comparative
study of existing frameworks has been discussed in section 4.
In section 5, the future research directions of requirements
engineering frameworks been summarized. Finally, the
chapter has been concluded with the section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Several facets and approaches for object oriented
requirements elicitation and analysis has been discussed in [7]
and [19]. In [7] an effort has been made to represent the
requirements as object. In the approach requirements have
been combined with domain object. But it suffers from user
centric requirements representation.
Also several Process Oriented Requirements Engineering
approaches have been proposed in recent years to minimize
the communication gap between stakeholders and software
developers for the complex and large scale system
development. A thorough study and examination of the gap
between classical requirements engineering approaches and
process based requirements engineering has been made by [2,
13]. In [2] author also has proposed a new requirements
information model to address the critical involvement of
stakeholders in complex information system analysis. But the
model is not semantic in nature. A requirements engineering
approach which focuses on the visualization of requirements
has been presented in [3]. But it also lacks from semantic
representation of requirements and reusability of its
specifications. In [5], an object oriented framework has been
proposed to understand the business process. This approach
described two models namely, business object models and
role models to understand the interactions between deferent
business processes and which are critical for requirements
analysis of large and complex information system. Several
advantages of business process oriented requirements
engineering for large scale information system development
has been addressed in [13]. The business process model based
approaches allow the dynamic behavior of the organization to
be understood by the stakeholders and information system
developers. Thus it is more suitable for requirements
engineering of large scale complex information system
development. But majority of such proposed approaches are
limited to early analysis phase of requirements only. Even
though very few approaches are suitable for user centric
requirements engineering due to less involvement of
stakeholders. The major contributions are summarized in
following sub-sections.

2.1 UML based Requirements Engineering
The representation of business requirements using Unified
Modeling Language has been addressed in [8] and [9]. The
central task in these approaches is to develop the Use-Case
model to represent the usage of the system. However, use
cases are actually not “object oriented” and does not specify
the functional requirements of the system [19]. Moreover, the
UML and extensions to UML represent software elements
using a set of language elements with fixed implementation
semantics (e.g. methods, classes) and more suitable represent
the design and further implementation model. Requirement
Object, however, represents the domain requirements. In other
words, representation of requirements using class may blur
the concepts of domain objects and software objects.

2.2 MORE – Model based Object-Oriented
Requirements Engineering
In [15] a model based object oriented requirements
engineering framework has been proposed to capture the

domain knowledge in well-defined model. It also supports the
checking for several properties of requirements like
completeness, consistency, traceability and reusability of
requirements. The constructs of MORE are formal and
promotes the software requirements development from
document-centered to model-driven development. However,
stakeholders requirements cannot be addressed in this
approach and simply rely on representation using natural
language for such requirements.

2.3 GORE – Goal Oriented Requirements
Engineering
In [1] the Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE)
has been introduced. Goal-oriented requirements engineering
is concerned with the use of goals for eliciting, elaborating,
structuring, specifying, analyzing, negotiating, documenting,
and modifying requirements. Goals may be formulated at
different levels of abstraction, ranging from high-level
strategic concerns to low-level technical concerns through
iterative process. Goals are generally modeled by intrinsic
features such as their type and attributes, and by their links to
other goals and to other elements of a requirements model.

2.4 AGORA–Goal Oriented Requirements
Analysis
An extension of Goal Oriented Requirements analysis has
been proposed in [17] where several attributes like
contribution values and preference matrices are used with goal
concept. These attributes can help an analyst to choose and
adopt a goal from the alternatives of the goals, to recognize
requirements changes. A detail study of the requirements
engineering methodologies based on goal oriented approaches
have been discussed in [16]. Goal oriented analysis can
greatly facilitate and rationalize early phases of the software
design process for a large software system through analyzing
the requirements and architectural design [10]. But perhaps it
is not suitable for detailed analysis of requirements for such
system. Even though the GORE is adopted, the object
oriented requirements analysis are used to complement the
detailed requirements analysis phase [10].

2.5 BORA – Business process Oriented
Requirements Analysis
In [11] a business processes oriented requirement analysis
model (BORA) has been defines using graphical
representation language of business processes and its formal
descriptions. It also has introduced the Software Requirements
Automatic Generator (SRAG) from BORA.

2.6 Business-Object Oriented
Requirements Analysis
In [22], a process driven requirements analysis framework
based on Common Business Objects [6] has been proposed
for large scale information system. A business object (BO)
captures information about a real world (business) concept,
operations, constraints, and relationships between those
concepts. The advantage of using this concept is that, the set
of BOs can be reusable in the context of business domain and
can easily be transformed into system level objects for
software realization of the specific business concept. With
these perspectives, the framework consists of two phases,
namely, (i) Early Requirements Analysis Phase and (ii)
Detailed Requirements Analysis Phase. The former allows for
modeling and analyzing the contextual setting of the business
domain, in which the system will operate. In later phase, the
early requirements specifications are refined with the
structural, functional and nonfunctional features of the domain
that is relevant to the stakeholders and their roles related to
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the intended information system. The refinement process is
largely influenced by the concepts of Feature Oriented
Domain Analysis (FODA) [18]. The requirements analysis
framework is supported with the object oriented features like
abstraction, inheritance and reuse capability. Moreover, it
supports user centric requirements analysis approach for large
scale information system. In this context, the business object
based requirements analysis for data warehouse system
domain has been outlined in [21]. Nevertheless the framework
proposed in [22] is more generic and comprehensive in nature.

3. FEATURES OF OBJECT ORIENTED
REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING
FRAMEWORKS
Various proposed approaches for object oriented requirements
engineering framework majorly varies on the representation
of the requirements objects and on the degree of deployment
of object oriented paradigm. In this section an essential set of
features for requirements engineering frameworks are being
listed, specifically which are crucial for such frameworks over
object oriented system. For better clarifications, the features
are divided into different groups and are discussed in
following subsections.

3.1 Framework Level Features
These set of features include descriptions of related concepts
those are used for the purpose for devising the framework for
requirements engineering. The set of features are as follows,
(a) Formalism: This feature indicates the formalism used to
describe the requirements engineering framework’s elements.
(b) Graphical Notation: It is a framework level property in
which requirements are specified by graphical notation.
(c) Extended Framework Used: Some frameworks have
redefined or extended the concepts of other general purpose
models for the analysis and design which is reflected in this
description. This property indicates the use of general purpose
modeling languages like ER model, UML, Common Business
Object etc.

3.2 Semantic and Construct Level Features
These set of features are used to describe the expressiveness
of a framework towards realizations and analysis of the target
domain. The set of features are as follows,
(a) Object orientation: Object orientation is an approach that
models a system as a group of interacting objects. Each object
represents some entity of interest in the system being
modeled, and is characterized by its classifier, its state (data
elements), and its behavior. In object oriented framework,
requirement specifications are specified as Requirement
Object.
(b) Abstraction: Abstraction mechanism is an essential
property in object oriented paradigm to reduce the complexity
of the system model. Such a representation is highly flexible
for the user to understand and analyze the basic structure of
the target system and to formulate the alternative design
options.
(c) Reusability: This is another important property in object
oriented models. This can be achieved either using whole-part
relationship or inheritance mechanism among the
requirements objects.
(d) Classification of requirement Object: Requirement
Objects can be classified based on the different types of
domain level system elements like process, data, actors,
interactions etc.
(e) Elicitation: During elicitation the requirement engineer
identify the basic requirements objects for the target system
and also defines the system boundary.

(f) Specification: The specification is the final document
produced by the requirements engineering frameworks. The
major objective is to provide the descriptions of the
requirements objects unambiguously.
(g) Validation: Validation of the requirements modeling is
one of the major objectives of any such framework. This
process is important to validate the correctness and
completeness of the specified requirements objects and
models against the stakeholder’s requirements achieved in the
elicitation process.
(h) Requirement Management: It is a set of activities that
guide the project team to identify, control and track
requirements changes for the target software system as the
project proceeds.

3.3 Early Requirements Analysis Level
Features
Early requirements analysis phase is important to understand
how a business is perceived by its stakeholders as a set of
related business processes and events. This phase is also the
basis to identify the possible system level requirements of
stakeholders from the business process level perspective. The
important features of this phase are as follows,
(a) Identification of Requirements Objects: Requirements are
identified with their context and mapped in requirements
objects.
(b) Identification of Interactions: Several identified
requirements objects are interact to achieve the functional
goals of a system. Interaction is a framework level feature to
realize this phenomenon.
(c) Identification of Roles: In a system several elements plays
different predefined roles to achieve the goals. In software
engineering, the term role can be defined as separation of
concerns i.e. separation of behavioral characteristic of
elements in the system. Many of the requirements objects play
multiple roles in the system.
(d) Collaborations: Based on the roles, various requirements
objects may collaborate with each other. Collaborations
between those objects involve sending messages to each other
and responsible for set of interactions.

3.4 Detailed Requirements Analysis Level
Features
Detailed requirements analysis phase is essential to satisfy the
functional and non-functional requirements of stakeholders in
the targeted system for the domain of interest. In this phase
the requirements and interactions identified in early
requirement analysis phase are refined by adding the domain
level feature like structural, functional and nonfunctional
along with the attribute or operational level constraint
specifications.
(a) Refinement of Requirements Objects: Requirements
objects and their interactions identified in early requirement
analysis level are elaborated in this phase.
(b) Use of prototype CASE tools: This feature is important as
it provides the proof of the concepts of some requirements
engineering framework. Also a prototype CASE tool is the
basis for representing the requirements models and
specifications using the graphical notations.
(c) User Interfaces: For user centric requirements
engineering, it is important to analyze that how user will
efficiently interact with the system to perform the necessary
activities. This feature provides the descriptions of system
interfaces through which stakeholders can interact with the
system.
(d) Mapping form Requirements to Design Model: The
requirements engineering provides the prime inputs for the
design process. Thus such frameworks must support a
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systematic mapping mechanism for representing the
equivalent design models from the requirements objects and
related models.

3.5 Quality Evaluation Level Features
Efficient system design depends on the quality of the
requirements analysis modeling elements. Traditionally
quality in requirement frameworks is a complex mix of
factors that will vary across different applications and the
customers who request requirements. However, a good
requirements engineering framework must support the
validation of certain quality features to evaluate the
requirements objects and related models achieved from the
framework. The quality factors are as follows,
(a) Ambiguity: It is a quality factor used to validate each
requirements objects in the specification that those are atomic
and cannot have more than one interpretation.
(b) Correctness: It is a quality factor which means how many
requirements in requirement specification meet customer’s
need.
(c) Completeness: It is a quality factor which means
necessary requirements objects are not lacking specification.
(d) Consistency: It is a quality factor used to check the
presence of the inconsistency among requirements objects in
the specification.
(e) Traceability: It is a quality factor used to specify the
implementation of the requirements objects towards the
related design components and vice versa.
(f) Maintainability: It is a quality factor which means the
effort required to locate and fix an error in requirement
specification.
(g) Importance and stability: This quality factor means how
clearly the prioritization and stabilization of the requirements
objects are described when they are necessary to be specified.
(h) Reliability: It is a quality factor which means the extent to
which a software application can be expected to perform its
intended functionalities as stated in requirement specification.
(i) Efficiency: This specifies the degree to which the
requirement object makes optimal use of limited business
resources.
(j) Productivity: It is the ratio between the functional value of
software produced to the labor and expense of producing it.
(k) Visibility: It is the quality factor which is used to maintain
end user access policies for the application.
(l) Usability: According to ISO/IEC 9126-1 [23], the quality
characteristic called Usability includes the factors, such as
operability, understandability, learnability, attractiveness, and
compliance. These concepts are abstracts and cannot be
measured directly, but the evaluation of the factors of
usability at requirements engineering framework is important
in order to produce an improved software system.
(m) Interoperability: This property means how efficiently
coupling can be established from one system to another. The
requirements related to interlinking of two systems are
complex in nature

The comparison has been summarized in Table I, Table II and
Table III.
Table I. Comparison of object oriented requirements
engineering frameworks for Framework Level Features
and Semantic and Construct Level Features
Model
Name
/
Reference

Framewor
Semantic and Construct
k Level
Level Features
Features
(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
- Y UML P P Y - Y Y - Y
[8,9]
Y Y Y Y - Y Y Y MORE[15]
Y Y P P - Y Y Y Y Y
GORE[1]
P Y - Y Y Y - Y
AGORA[17] - Y P Y BPR Y - - - Y Y BORA[11]
- Y CBO Y Y Y Y Y Y - Y
[22]
Y: supported in the model, Hyphen: not supported or not
explained how to support it, P: partially supported, BPR:
Business Process Reengineering; UML: Unified Modeling
Language, CBO: Common Business Object

Table II. Comparison of object oriented requirements
engineering frameworks for Early Requirements Analysis
Level Features and Detailed Requirements Analysis Level
Features
Model
Name /
Reference

Early Requirements
Analysis Level
Features

Detailed
Requirements
Analysis Level
Features

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

[8,9]

-

Y

-

Y

Y

Y*

-

P

MORE[15]

Y

Y

Y

-

-

-

-

-

GORE[1]

Y

Y

-

-

Y

-

-

-

AGORA[17]

Y

Y

-

-

Y

-

-

-

BORA[11]

Y

Y

P

-

-

Y

-

P

[22]

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

Y

-

Y: supported in the model, Hyphen: not supported or not
explained how to support it, P: partially supported
* Third Party tools support

Table III. Comparison of object oriented requirements
engineering frameworks for Quality Evaluation Level
Features
Model Name
Quality Evaluation Level Features
/ Reference (a) (b (c) (d (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m)
)
)

4.
COMPARISON
OF
OBJECT
ORIENTED
REQUIREMENTS
ENGINEERING FRAMEWORKS

[8,9]

Y

-

-

-

-

-

MORE[15]

Y

-

P P P

-

GORE[1]

Y Y P P

The set of features described in subsections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4
and 3.5 are used to compare the available requirements
engineering frameworks those are based on object-oriented
paradigm. The frameworks summarized in section 2 are used
for the purpose. Each of the frameworks has deferent level of
advantages and disadvantages. Majority of the frameworks
are in general lacking from comprehensive detailed
requirements analysis

AGORA[17] Y Y Y Y Y P P

- -

BORA[11]

Y P P P P

[22]

Y

- Y P

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y: supported in the model, Hyphen: not supported or not
explained how to support it, P: partially supported
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Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from the
comparison tables. Majority of the frameworks support the
use of graphical notations but do not provide formalization of
the frameworks elements. Thus majority of the frameworks in
the literatures are not capable of rigorous validation of the
requirements. Further, majority of the requirements
frameworks do not support various features related to the
detailed requirements analysis. Also many of them do not
facilitate any systematic guidelines towards the mapping of
requirements objects and related models to their equivalent
top level design models.
Most importantly, majority of the proposed frameworks in the
literatures do not provide any quality evaluation scheme to
assess the quality of the requirements objects and related
analysis models. Few of the quality features have been
defined and discussed for the framework called AGORA in
[17]. However those definitions are not generic and specific
for the framework itself. Also few of the quality factors can
be examined at the implementation level using CASE tools
for MORE [15] and BORA [11]. Moreover, very few of the
existing requirements engineering frameworks are supported
with the prototype CASE tools. In respect to the requirements
engineering frameworks, the prototype CASE tools are useful
to specify the requirements graphically. Also it is the basis of
the analysis of requirements objects and related models
graphically along with their validation. The prototype CASE
tools also can be useful towards automatic generation of top
level design model for target system from its analysis models.

5. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Various potential research agendas still exist in the area of
requirements engineering. Several research proposals are there
in literatures related to the requirements engineering
frameworks based on object oriented paradigm and they
mainly varies in the mechanism for representation of the
requirements objects. Though Use-Case modeling of UML is
most popular towards the requirements analysis of Object
Oriented software, but the technique is lacking to provide
support of several features for requirements engineering
frameworks based on object oriented paradigm. Several
related research directions are as follows,
(a) Formalization: Very few approaches are included
formalization of requirements objects and related models [see
Table I]. Though UML based techniques are still popular but
UML itself is not formal in nature. Thus validation of UML
based requirements analysis models are complex to realize.
Major research trials are required to formalize the available
requirements engineering frameworks along with the formal
validation mechanism towards perceiving and realizing the
domain concepts more formally along with.
(b) Prototype CASE tools: Very few models are supported
with the CASE tools related to the requirements engineering
frameworks [see Table II]. Moreover, those proposals also are
at prototype levels. Further tool level researches are required
towards the proposal for full-fledged CASE tools with the
support of requirements specification based on object oriented
paradigm, modeling of the requirements objects for analysis,
validation of requirements analysis models etc. Moreover the
research can be extends towards automatic generation of top
level design models from the requirements objects and related
models.
(c) Analysis of non-functional requirements: Majority of the
proposed frameworks are useful for specifications analysis of
functional requirements of the system. But as the software
system in this days are becoming large and complex, research
efforts are required to extend the requirements engineering

frameworks towards the specification, representation and
analysis of non-functional requirements of the system as well.
(d) Traceability towards design model: Requirements
analysis models are the key input for the design of software
system. For the purpose, a systematic transformation
mechanism is required for mapping the requirements objects
and related models into the equivalent design model of the
target system. The mechanism also needs to be capable
enough of tracing the element wise mapping and validating
the correctness of the transformation. The BORA framework
[11] supports these partially. However, major research effort
is required to achieve this goal in requirements engineering
framework.
(e) User-centric Requirements Engineering Framework: On
the process of requirements analysis very often a
communication gaps are created between the software analyst
and the stakeholders. Any requirements engineering
framework must be supported with well-defined guidelines
towards the establishment of communication among the
analyst and the stakeholders at all the levels of requirements
engineering process (in both early and detailed requirements
analysis phase). This fact demands more research towards the
user-centric requirements engineering frameworks.
(f) Quality evaluation of requirements engineering process:
Efficient software design and subsequently efficient software
product development depends on the quality of the
requirements engineering process. It is evident from the
previous researches that effective requirements engineering
process can reduce the risk of failure for development of large
scale information system. Very few available frameworks are
included with quality evaluation schemes [See table III]. But
those schemes are specific to the related frameworks and also
not very comprehensive. An extensive list of quality factors
has been listed in section 3.5 which are essential to measure
the quality of requirements engineering process. Hence
potential research agendas exist towards devising a general
purpose quality evaluation framework for the requirements
engineering process with the objective to assess the qualities
of the requirements objects and related analysis models.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper an evaluative study has been performed for the
object oriented requirements engineering frameworks. Several
such existing frameworks have been briefly described with
their relative advantages and disadvantages. An extensive list
of features of “good” requirements engineering framework for
object oriented software analysis also has been proposed and
described in this paper. The features are divided in different
levels related to the requirements engineering process and
frameworks for better clarification. While describing the
features emphasize has been given on quality factors for
assessments of the requirements and related analysis models.
Further, a detailed comparative study based on those features
has been done for the available requirements engineering
frameworks. An interesting result has been found that many of
the available frameworks do not provide any well-defined
mechanism for detailed requirements analysis. Based on the
result of comparative study, several potential research agendas
also have been raised towards the broad area of requirements
engineering process.
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